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PAVO
The collection enriching our everyday life with modern interior decoration

Eye-catching design
Pavo Collection is characterized by use of eco-friendly 
materials, elegant and laconic design solutions, 
usefulness and comfort harmony.

Quartz kitchen sink is distinguished by high strength, 
uniform design, resistance to mechanical damages 
what proves the high quality of materials employed. 

There are deep and capacious main kitchen sink and 
small extra one as well as sizable wing with relief 
surface in order to provide supreme usability.            
Granite chip application ensures the product durability 
and easy care. The model is designed in 12 color 
options – everyone will select an appropriate variant 
for bathroom interior decoration.

An exquisite faucet will be a distinctive feature of a 
kitchen room, capturing the eye of the visitors. Elegant 
fittings combine retro-style design with ease of 
handling. Ceramic disk cartridge ensures safe 
operation and prevents leakage. Special aerator 
structure minimizes residues left after water.

While using hardwood cutting board you will 
experience supreme functionality and enjoy the 
cooking process. It can be mounted on the sink wing 
or tabletop what ensures saving of space during the 
cooking process. It serves as bright secondary 
effective surface when used on a light-colored kitchen 
sink.

http://laviniaboho.com
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QUARTZ KITCHEN SINK
Encapsulates traditional art experience and split-hair manufacturing accuracy

Stylish one-and-a-half sink made from high-quality composite granite is the embodiment 
of up-to-date functional and design standards. This model is a perfect illustration of 
aesthetics and comfort harmony which brings a real pleasure in use.

Vendor code : 13040010

Size : 800 х 510 х 190 mm

Warranty : 3 years

Suitable for : mixer 13040010; basket 13040040

Standard supply package includes: kitchen sink; drain fittings (3½" basket-type valve 
and overflow), fixing set (the seal is user-supplied).
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KITCHEN SINK FAUCET
From the past generations to the modern times. Enjoy a creative style

The sink faucet ensures visual appeal and ergonomic design of the kitchen room. You’ll 
get inspired by antique brass-colored model with carved valve and  gorgeous decoration.

Vendor code : 13040020

Warranty : 10 years

Suitable for : kitchen sink 13040010

Standard supply package includes: kitchen sink faucet; connection kit; fixing set.
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HOLDER FOR KITCHEN UTENSILS
Let us give your house some singularity

The holder for kitchen utensils represents the most recent and up-to-date product 
innovation designed to create extremely comfortable, user-friendly and effective interior.

Vendor code : 13040050

Warranty : 3 years

Standard supply package includes: holder for kitchen utensils; fixing set.
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OUR CREDO
Uniqueness and variety delight the eye

G
Thomas Werner Fabio Zanetti Catherine Hofmann Michael Keisset

Design & Innovations
Our designers seek inspiration in nature, art, traveling and embody their 
innovative ideas in bathroom collections where perfection of shape and 
functionality has always been and remains as the standard of LAVINIA BOHO 
design. It is significant for us to come up with brand new ideas and keep up with 
the times, still preserving our best traditions and identity.

Since the first day of foundation LAVINIA BOHO industrial group has laid special 
emphasis on innovative solutions and has regularly invested in unique 
technologies to develop our products exceeding all Customers’ expectations. Due 
to invaluable vast experience of product development, we implement trend-perfect 
and unique technologies in products for bathroom toilet.

http://laviniaboho.com
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LAVINIA BOHO innovation & design
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